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The pharmacy checks, issues certificates and supplies ships / offshore platforms 
in Rotterdam, Amsterdam, IJmuiden, Antwerp, Flushing, Terneuzen, Eemshaven, 
Ghent and Zeebrugge.

The pharmacy delivers medicines on prescription and bandages from the doctor 
/ hospital for the crew

The pharmacy delivers medicines and bandages on request of the captain

The Regenboog Apotheek also takes care of

24 hour service

Medicines and bandages with a long shelf life

A large stock, to quickly provide your ship with a complete medical chest 

Your own article codes, legal codenumber and / or expiry dates on the
packinglist / invoice

As a customer you can profit from

The Regenboog Apotheek supplies medicines, bandages and medical aids to shipping- and 
offshore. Due to the central location of the pharmacy in the Rotterdam harbour, is the pharmacy 
able to offer a quick delivery service.

The Regenboog Apotheek
A partner you can trust for supplies to ships

Checking and replenishing the ship’s pharmacy

Managing the medical stock

Releasing certificates for the medical equipment

Re-stocking medical supplies and send these worldwide

The Regenboog Apotheek is specialised in
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The Regenboog Apotheek has supplied medicines, bandages and medical aids to ships, and has 
equipped ships’ hospitals since 1989.

Legal regulations
The medical supplies, which are compulsory by law on board of ships, depend on the flag of the 
ship, the waters, the crew size and the cargo. 
Through the contacts of the pharmacy with legislative / supervising authorities in various
countries, the pharmacy always keep up to date with the official regulations for the medical
supplies on board.

Stocklist
When your ship doesn’t have a complete stocklist, or one that isn’t properly regulated, then an 
empty stocklist will be sent to you. You can fill in this list yourself and then send it back to the 
pharmacy, so your data can be processed.
You can fill in this list and periodically send this to the Regenboog Apotheek. The advanced
computer system of the pharmacy keeps up when your medical supplies expire. Then an offer 
will be made, based on the expired medical supplies and the supplies that are out of stock.
After order confirmation, your medical supplies will be sent to you worldwide. On a yearly 
basis, a new certificate will be created, which will be sent with your order to you. The stocklist 
will be sent on paper, USB-stick and through email. So you always have a checklist of your medi-
cal stock.

Translating-computer-program
The pharmacy is able to label all the medicines in 2 languages, ie. the language of the flag under 
which the ship sails, aided by our translating-computer-program. The directions for the use of 
the medicines are available in 7 languages. Therefore the crew can read the directions for use 
and the application of the medicine. All the medicines are provided with the expiry date and the 
legal codenumber.

The Regenboog Apotheek is unique in supplying medicines to ships

The Regenboog Apotheek has 18 years of experience, knowledge and specialization in delivering 
medical supplies.
The pharmacy is 24 hours available. The pharmacy has complete medical chests in stock and 
works with a time-saving and reliable system. The pharmacy will meet your expectations in
service, for a competitive price.

A partner you can trust for supplies to ships



Regenboog Apotheek Hoogvliet
Shipping Pharmacy
Aveling 211
3193 LE  Hoogvliet - Rotterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 10 438 59 72 (24 hours)
Fax: +31 (0) 10 472 30 37
Email: info@shippingpharmacy.com
Website: www.shippingpharmacy.com
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